PHILLIPS Specialty Trailers

Specialty Trailers from PHILLIPS come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Our trailers are built to address problems unique to each customer. We consider all aspects of your material handling problems including: load, capacity, stability, motors, brakes, steering, terrain and safety.

Shown here are various styles of specialty trailers manufactured by The PHILLIPS GROUP.

Most often our trailers are built to solve problems unique to each customer's specific situation. We consider all aspects of your material handling problem. Load, capacity, stability, motors, brakes, steering, terrain and safety.

Specialty Trailers are a major part of our business, so let our expert engineers design and build a trailer that is specially made to solve your specific problems.
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PHILLIPS Specialty Trailers

PHILLIPS Specialty Trailers can transport heavy loads in ways that save you time, money and floor space.

Consider the problem of moving large, heavy glass panels... the answer is a specialty trailer with a power lift deck from PHILLIPS.

Battery-Powered Lift Trailer
Capacity 70,000 Pounds

This unit has eight-wheel-steer, high-capacity polyurethane tires and a high-efficiency electromechanical lift system with state-of-the-art motor/control system and pendant.

This unit has simplified the material handling of this Tennessee glass manufacturer... note the deck lifts to allow for easy loading and unloading.

And you thought we only made trailers for rugged mine and mill work!
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